Abstract. Three sets of linear multistep formulae for solving stiff and nonstiff ordinary differential equations are presented.
is conventionally described by the equation
Vn+m+Vi^+m-i + -+<w" (1.1) = h(ßmfn + m + ßm-^n + m-l + *" +ßoO< where h is the step size in x, assumed constant, yk is the computed value of y at xk=kh, and/fc =f(xk,yk).
The method described by (1.1) is explicit if ßm = 0, and implicit otherwise. As usually applied, Eq. (1.1) is solved to give yn + m as a function of preceding y and /
values. An analysis of such methods is given by Henrici [1962] , who concentrates on two special cases of the general method. The first, which he describes as methods based on integration, have only one nonzero a (in addition to am). The second described as methods based on differentiation, have only one nonzero |3 (J3m if the method is implicit). The latter case has recently received attention arising from the work of Gear [1969] who has shown that methods of this kind may be useful for stiff systems, whereas the former includes, inter alia, the Adams methods.
Investigation of methods not falling into either of these classes has been, perhaps, inhibited by the fact that, while the general m-step method is described by 2m + 1 parameters, it is known (Dahlquist [1956] ) that an wi-step method can have satisfactory stability only if its order does not exceed m + 1 im odd) or m + 2 (m even). A method is said to be of order q if it is exact for equations whose true solution is a polynomial of degree q or less. The requirement that an w-step method be of order m yields (m + 1) conditions on its a and ß parameters, leaving the method with m degrees of freedom. Complete exploration of the methods encompassed by these degrees of freedom is difficult in the formalism of Eq. (1.1) which leads to rather complicated expressions for the a and ß parameters in terms of degrees of freedom. It was shown by Wallace and Gupta [1973] that these m-degrees of freedom can be conveniently isolated by representing the method by a polynomial C(x) of degree m, which we have called a 'modifier polynomial'. The relation between the coefficients of C(x) and the coefficients a and ß of (1.1) has been shown by Wallace and Gupta [1973] . Each multistep method can be represented by a polynomial C(x) and, for the methods used by Gear [1969] , we have
For Adams-Moulton methods, Cix) is such that Cix) = 0 at x = -1 and C'ix) = ix+ l)(x + 2)---(x + m-l); m>2.
Hence, for m = 2, C(x) = (x + I)2.
Representation of multistep methods by modifier polynomials leads to computer algorithms similar to that of Nordsieck [1962] and Gear [1971a] .
The main components of an algorithm to solve ODE using multistep methods are the starting method, method of solving the implicit equation, the multistep method (or formula. We use both terms to mean the same thing.), the technique used to handle variable steps and the scheme used to select step sizes. In this paper, we only consider the formula part of the whole algorithm. However, existing algorithms, such as that of Gear [1971b] , are applicable to the new formulae we will present.
The formulae being investigated can be divided into two classes: for stiff equations and for nonstiff equations. The stability requirements for the two classes are different, and, for nonstiff equations, we only require that, for small hX, the dominant root of the polynomial 
1=0 i=0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use be approximately equal to the solution, i.e., eHK. This is described as relative stability by Gear [1969] . In solving stiff equations, we require that the method be stiffly-stable. A method is stiffly-stable if the method is absolutely stable (i.e., gives convergent solutions) in R. (ReQik) < D) and gives accurate solutions in R2 (Z) < Re(/zX) < a*, \ImihX)\ < 6) as shown in Fig. 1 .
Other requirements have been suggested for solving stiff equations, e.g., A -stability suggested by Dahlquist [1963] requires that method be absolutely stable in the negative half of fcX-plane. ^(a)-stability suggested by Widlund [1967] requires that method be absolutely stable in the wedge-shaped region 5(a) as shown in Fig. 2 , for any 0 < a < 7r/2. ,4(7r/2)-stable methods are ,4-stable. Both theorems follow from the results of Widlund [1967] .
To study the stability of a method, we may plot the locus of hX = p(r)/o(r) for r = e'* (0 < 0 < 27t). We call this locus the stability curve of the method. For stiff-stability, we require that the method be absolutely stable at hX = °°, i.e., air)
has roots within the unit circle. Based on the continuity argument, we can say that the region of ftX-plane which can be reached from hX = °° without crossing the stability curve is also stable. For methods of order greater than 2, the parameter D must be a negative number and so, for stiff-stability, the stability curve must turn to the positive half of the ÄX-plane. The stability curve intersects the real axis at at least r = ± 1. At r = 1, we have hX = 0 and so hX must be positive for r = -1. We now summarise the discussion in the following theorem: Theorem 3. For an implicit linear multistep method of order greater than 2 to be stiffly-stable, the following conditions are necessary and sufficient:
(i) p(r) has all roots within the unit circle except one simple root on the circle at r = 1 ithis is root condition),
(ii) a(r) has all roots within the unit circle, (iii) hXat r = -1 is positive, (iv) the stability curve does not intersect the negative real axis. We assume that the stability curve does not intersect the real axis at more than the two points corresponding to r = ± 1, this being the case with all the methods which have been studied so far and have satisfactory stability. For such methods, the fcX-value at r = -1 is a good indication of the overall stability of a particular formula.
(The stability at hX = 0 is important and so must be investigated in detail.)
Since no linear multistep method of order greater than 2 can be A -stable, we must use the criterion of stiff-stability and/or ^4(a)-stability. Thus, the important parameters of the stability curve of a method used for stiff equations are D, 6 (as shown in Fig. 1 ) and wedge angle a (as shown in Fig. 2 ). It is quite easy to find the wedge angle a and parameter D from a stability curve, but it is not clear from the definition of stiff-stability how 0 should be obtained. In the definition of stiffstability, we have said that in region R2 (Fig. 1 ) the numerical solutions should be accurate. In our opinion, that definition needs to be made more precise by stating that in region R2 we require that (a) the solutions be accurate around the origin and in the subregion enclosed by the stability curve, the lines ReQtX) = 0 and Im(hX) = ± 6, and where hX is the point on the stability curve corresponding to i<j> and Km +., Km + 2 are truncation error coefficients of the formula (of order m) being used. To find 6, we start to investigate whether relation (1.4) is being satisfied for points on the stability curve near the origin. The value of 6 is then given by Im(hX), where hX is the point closest to the origin where the relation first breaks down. We have arbitrarily taken the maximum value of d as 0.75, assuming that we are not really interested whether 6 is greater than 0.75. For some formulae, d will be limited by the requirement of absolute stability as explained in (b). This may happen when the stability curve touches the line Im(hX) = ± 6, as for the sixth-order method used by Gear [1969] .
In this paper, rather than presenting stability curves of all the methods we study, we will present the values of A 6 and a and these, in our opinion, are sufficient to compare the stability of various methods.
In Section 2, we present new formulae for stiff and nonstiff equations based on the presently used formulae. In Section 3, we present some more new high-order formulae for stiff equations. In Section 4, the results of numerical experiments are presented and in Section 5, these results are briefly discussed.
2. Method Based on Interpolation. The most commonly used methods are the methods based on interpolation, that is, the Adams-Moulton methods for nonstiff differential equations and the methods used by Gear [1969] for stiff equations. We label these methods as Am and Im, respectively, (for degree m). Now, we will discuss how new methods may be developed from these methods.
Consider, for example, the modifier polynomial C(x) of degree 3 (2.1) C(x) = c0 +c.x + c2x2 +c3x3.
The truncation error at the nth step is A"m + 1Am + 1y(m + 1)(xn), and Km + l is given by (cf. Wallace and Gupta [1973] ) (2.2) Km +1 = (co -ci/2 + c2/6)/6c3.
To study the stability of the modifier polynomial of degree 3, we have from Wallace and Gupta [1973] (2-3) AX (at r = -1) c0 -0.5c. + 0.25c2
Now the following observations can be made on the basis of (2.2) and (2.3):
(1) Since p(r) is not a function of c0, the stability of AX = 0 is independent of c0.
(2) If AX (at r = -1) is positive, then reducing c0 increases the value of AX (at r = -1) till the denominator in (2.3) is equal to zero and hence AX (at r = -1) = °°.
(This will happen before c0 = 0 which corresponds to an explicit method.) (3) If hX (at r = -1) is negative, then reducing c0 reduces the (absolute) value of hX (at r = -1) till it reaches a limiting value at c0 = 0. The stability of 1% was investigated and, as expected, all the stability curves satisfied the stiff-stability requirements. The stability of /£, is compared with that ofIm in Table 4 , and we can see that, for m = 5 and 6, the stability of/* is better than that of Im.
2.2. For Nonstiff Equations. We know that the Adams-Moulton method of order 2 (A2 or trapezoidal rule) is A -stable. For A3, we have AX (at r = -1) = -6 and, for A4, the value of hX (at r = -1) = -3 and so on. That is, the region of absolute stability is reducing as the order of the formula increases. Ideally, we want that the region of absolute stability be larger for higher-order formulae. While using lower-order methods, the hX value must be kept fairly small in order to obtain reasonable accuracy, and, hence, the large region of absolute stability of the lowerorder formulae is of no use and could be reduced by reducing c0 which in turn reduces the truncation error coefficient Km + ¡.
We must now consider how far Km +. should be reduced and how small a region of absolute stability will be sufficient. Regarding Km + 1, we want that the error term of 0(hm + 2) should not be greater than 0(hm + l) for reasonable values of AX. This is required because, for a general-purpose method, there is little point in eliminating
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use errors of order m if the result is an error of order m + 1 which is actually larger in magnitude. The second consideration is that, for nonstiff equations, |AX| is not expected to exceed Vi, because |AX| = M will give only about 4-5 digit accuracy when a method of order 10 is used.
Based on these considerations, we have obtained new values of c0 for the AdamsMoulton methods. We label these formulae with new value of c0 as Am . We have arbitrarily chosen Km + l = 1/96 (for m = 2 to 7) for Am because this value was close to satisfying the criterion we discussed above and also because having the same Km + l for all m will be convenient in the algorithm. TABLE 2 We can see that as the order increases, the difference between Am and A%, becomes smaller. This is because higher-order Adams-Moulton methods have quite small regions of absolute stability and also their value of Km + 1 is small.
New Methods for Stiff Equations Based on Least Squares. As indicated in
Section 2, it seems that one of the best algorithms available to solve stiff differential equations is that of Gear [1971a, b] . In Section 2, we suggested how new formulae could be obtained from the formulae used in this algorithm by Gear. Though these new formulae are more accurate and slightly more stable, there still remains room for further improvement. Our aims in investigating other formulae are twofold. First, we want that the stability curves of the new formulae approach ^4-stability as closely as possible,
i.e., the value of D should be smaller, and a and 6 should be larger than for methods used by Gear [1969] . Secondly, we want that the new set of formulae be stable for as high an order as possible. Some such formulae were presented in Wallace and Gupta [1973] , but, except for one set of formulae (called LVt m in that paper), the truncation error was too large for the formulae to be useful. The modifier polynomials corresponding to the new formulae we are presenting in this section have a zero at x = -1, and their first derivatives provide a least-squares ap-proximation to points (0, 1), (-1, 0), (-2, 0),..., (-n, 0), (n > m -1), the value of n was so chosen that the formula was stiffly stable and the truncation error was small. Morrison [1969] explains the algorithm used in obtaining these formulae based on Legendre polynomials. The coefficients c¡ of the modifier polynomials C(x) for these formulae are presented in the Appendix. Also presented in the appendix are the coefficients a¡, fy for these methods.
In Table 3 , we present the values of Km +. for the formulae used by Gear [1969] , and these new formulae we have obtained (which are labelled as Lm). We also present the values of the stability parameters D, 0, a of Lm in Table 4 . In Fig. 3 , we present the stability curves of methods Lm for m = 3 to 6. The stability curves of L7
and Ls are very close to that of L6 and so have not been shown. Also, we have shown parts of the stability curves of /s and /6 for comparison. TABLE 4 Stiff-stability parameters D and 6 and A(a)-stability parameter a for various formulae 4. Numerical Results. As explained in Wallace and Gupta [1973] , we are using an algorithm similar to DIFSUB of Gear [1971b] to test the performance of the individual formulae. The modified algorithm uses a starting procedure with a series of variable-order methods till a polynomial approximation of desired degree is obtained.
After that, the step size and the modifier polynomial being used are not changed.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Maximum error at x = 10.0 for nonstiff methods (h\ = 1/8) Table 5 gives the maximum error (maximum of errors in the solutions y. and y2) at x = 10.0 for nonstiff formulae Am and Am and Table 6 for stiff formulae Im, Im and Lm. All computing was done on a CDC 3200 machine (48-bit word, 36-bit mantissa). TABLE 6 Maximum error at x = 10.0 for stiff methods (h\ = 10 ± i) 5. Discussion and Conclusions. We have presented methods which are better than methods being used presently; for nonstiff equations, methods ^4* are more accurate than the Adams-Moulton methods, especially for order < 6. For stiff equations, /* are more accurate than the formulae used by Gear [1969] but similar to Im are unstable for m>l. Lm are high-order methods stiffly-stable for m < 8
and are generally more stable than Im. We expect these new formulae to be quite useful in improving the present algorithms such as that of Gear [1971b] .
Appendix. Let the modifier polynomial for Lm = 'E™0cixi. We tabulate c¡ for formulae of degree 3 to 8 (c. = 1.0).
.4687814703E0
.6570996979E0
.1258811682E0
.4478808250E0
.7413433044E0
.2091131486E0
.1988901927E-1 .4380080363E0
.7845665359E0
.2581998306E0
. We also present the coefficients a¡ and ßi for formulae L , m = 3 to 8. Note that ß0 = 0.0 for all formulae. 
